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Transformations of contemporary terrorism 
in view of legal, economic and sociocultural issues

Abstract. The paper presents an analysis of network terrorism in its retrospective and within the practices of 
contemporary transformations. The risks of expansion of terrorist movements into the territory of particular 
states with their subsequent legitimization have been identified with regard to social consciousness, law and 
economy. 
Within the network structure of the contemporary international terrorism, which formed continuous 
mutations, the so-called «terrorist clusters» have taken shape, with the Middle Eastern, the North African 
and others among them. Centrally-managed terrorist organizations of the past were succeeded by 
transnational structures within the framework of a consolidated ideological, political and religious trend 
of conducting terrorist attacks in any part of the world. Namely, the segmented, polycentric, ideologically 
integrated network is currently the most prevalent and dangerous model of international terrorism while 
the networking principle of organization of terrorist activity remains the most effective in asymmetric 
confrontation with the adversaries.
The transformation of terrorism in the 21st century is presented within 3 perspectives of the social being - 
law, economy and morals. For instance, an approach to legal treatment of manifestations of terrorism has 
changed dramatically. In the international law there has occurred a definitive extrapolation of the notion 
of crime against humanity, mainstreamed by the Nuremberg trials, to terrorist activities. Regardless of 
under which guise and for which purposes these crimes are being committed, they have acquired an 
explicit denomination as an absolute evil that implies no justification or extenuating circumstances. This 
standpoint is expressed in numerous international documents including the United Nations Security 
Council resolutions and international conventions, not to mention various national-level documents. At 
the same time, the severity of counterterrorism laws and international legal norms adopted by different 
states is often disrupted due to their inconsistency that complicates considerably the counter-terrorist 
activity at all levels. 
The sociocultural aspect of the transformation of terrorism is being investigated in the context of the 
confrontation between two world views - the western and the eastern (Islamic). For radical adherents of the 
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latter the glorification of terrorists is common, by justifying them as warriors in quest for the «purity of faith». 
Radicalization is occurring in hybrid living environments that include the elements of both online and offline 
human experience. This antagonism is currently transforming from its mentality from into the instrumental 
form increasingly acquiring an artificial, hybrid nature. 
Studies of «mutations» of terrorism with regard to economic issues have focused upon such factors of the 
neoliberal globalization as social injustice, urbanization and revival of colonial traditions. In recent decades 
the world has faced a new threat: use of counter-terrorism to justify transnational interventions into 
underdeveloped and unstable countries. In this way, there occurs a process of disguising the novel practices 
of colonization which in fact constitute the state terrorism. The scope and the forms of state terrorism vary 
from political and economic pressure upon the weakest of state entities to explicit use of armed violence. 
Within the legal environment it has become common to employ the practices of countries charging members 
its own population with terrorism as a tool for destabilizing the undesirable political movements as well as 
escalating sectarian and ethnic confrontations for the purpose of economic gains. 
The authors have investigated the novel trends in the financing of terrorism, particularly within the context of 
challenges of the post-pandemic world and have substantiated a complex approach to combating this evil 
suggesting its foundation to consist not in the force counteraction as is presently common, but in solving 
moral, socio-economic and legal contradictions within societies which may potentially become hotbeds of 
the terrorist threat.  
Keywords: Network Terrorism; Financing of Terrorism; Islamic State; Al-Qaeda
JEL Сlassification: F36; F52; F54; K42; N47
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Трансформації сучасного тероризму у правовій, економічній і соціокультурній проекціях
Анотація. У статті представлено аналіз мережевого тероризму в ретроспективі розвитку й у 
практиках сучасних трансформацій. На рівні розвитку суспільної свідомості, права та економіки 
виявлено ризики експансії терористичних рухів на територію тих чи інших держав із подальшою їх 
легітимізацією. 
У мережевій структурі сучасного міжнародного тероризму, сформованій внаслідок неперервних 
мутацій, оформилися так звані «терористичні кластери», серед яких близькосхідний, північно-
африканський та інші. Тож на зміну централізованим терористичним організаціям минулого із 
вертикальним способом управління прийшли транснаціональні структури, спроможні в руслі 
єдиного ідейно-політичного й релігійного напряму здійснювати терористичні атаки в будь-якій 
географічній точці планети. Саме сегментована, поліцентрична, ідеологічно інтегрована мережа 
є сьогодні найбільш розповсюдженою і небезпечною моделлю міжнародного тероризму, а 
мережевий принцип організації терористичної діяльності – найбільш ефективним в асиметричному 
протистоянні опонентам.
Трансформацію тероризму у ХХІ ст. представлено у трьох проекціях суспільного буття – 
право, економіка, мораль. Докорінно змінився підхід до правової оцінки проявів тероризму. 
У міжнародному праві відбулася беззаперечна екстраполяція поняття «злочин проти людства» 
актуалізованого Нюрнбергським трибуналом, на дії терористів. Під яким би прапором і з якими 
б цілями не здійснювалися ці злочини, вони набули однозначної кваліфікації як безумовне 
зло, для якого немає виправдання й пом’якшувальних обставин. Ця позиція відображена у 
численних міжнародних документах, включаючи резолюції Ради Безпеки ООН і міжнародні 
конвенції, не кажучи вже про національні документи. Водночас жорсткість прийнятих державами 
антитерористичних законів та правових норм міжнародного рівня часто нівелюється через їх 
неузгодженість, що значно ускладнює протидію тероризму на всіх рівнях. 
Соціокультурний аспект трансформації тероризму досліджується в контексті протистояння двох 
світоглядів – західного та східного (іслам). Для радикальних носіїв другого характерна героїзація 
терористів, виправдання їх як борців за «чистоту віри». Радикалізація відбувається в гібридних 
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життєвих просторах, що включають у себе елементи онлайн- і офлайн-досвіду людей. Цей антагонізм 
сьогодні трансформується з ментального на інструментальний, все більше набуваючи штучного, 
гібридного характеру. 
Дослідження «мутацій» тероризму в економічній проекції зосередилось на таких факторах 
неоліберальної глобалізації, як соціальна несправедливість, урбанізація, відродження колоніальних 
традицій. В останні десятиліття світ стикнувся із новою загрозою: використання контр-тероризму 
в якості виправдання транснаціональних інтервенцій у відсталі й нестабільні держави. Таким 
чином відбувається маскування новітніх практик колонізації, а по факту – державного тероризму. 
Діапазон і форми державного тероризму варіюються від політико-економічного тиску на більш 
слабкі державні утворення до відкритого застосування збройного насилля. У правовій площині 
поширеними стали практики обвинувачення в тероризмі свого власного населення як інструмент 
дестабілізації неугодних політичних режимів, ескалації міжрелігійного й міжетнічного протистояння 
задля економічного зиску.
Авторами досліджено новітні тенденції у фінансуванні тероризму, зокрема в контексті викликів 
постпандемійного світу, а також обґрунтовано комплексний підхід до боротьби із цим злом, в 
основу якого пропонується покласти не силову протидію, як це прийнято на сьогодні, а вирішення 
моральних, соціально-економічних і правових протиріч у суспільствах, що є або потенційно можуть 
стати осередками терористичної загрози.
Ключові слова: мережевий тероризм; фінансування тероризму; «Ісламська держава»; «Аль-Каїда».
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Трансформации современного терроризма в правовой, экономической и социокультурной 
проекциях
Аннотация. В статье представлен анализ сетевого терроризма в ретроспективе развития и в 
практиках современных трансформаций. На уровне развития общественного сознания, права и 
экономики выявлены риски экспансии террористических движений на территорию тех или иных 
государств с последующей их легитимизацией. 
В сетевой структуре современного международного терроризма, сложившейся в результате 
непрерывных мутаций, оформились так называемые «террористические кластеры», среди которых 
ближневосточный, североафриканский и другие. Таким образом, на смену централизованным 
террористическим организациям прошлого с вертикальным способом управления пришли 
транснациональные структуры, способные в русле единого идейно-политического и религиозного 
направления совершать террористические атаки в любой географической точке планеты. Именно 
сегментированная, полицентрическая, идеологически интегрированная сеть является сегодня 
наиболее распространенной и опасной моделью международного терроризма, а сетевой принцип 
организации террористической деятельности – наиболее эффективным в асимметричном 
противостоянии оппонентам.
Трансформация терроризма в XXI веке представлена в трех проекциях общественного бытия – 
право, экономика, мораль. Так, в корне изменился подход к правовой оценке проявлений 
терроризма. В международном праве состоялась экстраполяция понятия «преступление против 
человечества», актуализированного Нюрнбергским трибуналом, на действия террористов. Под 
каким бы флагом и с какими бы целями ни осуществлялись эти преступления, они получили 
однозначную квалификацию как безусловное зло, для которого нет оправдания и смягчающих 
обстоятельств. Эта позиция отражена в многочисленных международных документах, включая 
резолюции Совета Безопасности ООН и международные конвенции, не говоря уже о национальных 
документах. В то же время жесткость принятых государствами антитеррористических законов и 
правовых норм международного уровня часто нивелируется в связи с их несогласованностью, что 
значительно усложняет противодействие терроризму на всех уровнях.
Социокультурный аспект трансформации терроризма исследуется в контексте противостояния 
двух мировоззрений – западного и восточного (ислам). Для радикальных носителей второго 
характерна героизация террористов, оправдание их как борцов за «чистоту веры». Радикализация 
происходит в гибридных жизненных пространствах, включающих в себя элементы онлайн- 
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и офлайн-опыта людей. Этот антагонизм сегодня трансформируется из ментального в 
инструментальный, все больше приобретая искусственный, гибридный характер.
Исследование «мутаций» терроризма в экономической проекции сосредоточилось на таких факторах 
неолиберальной глобализации, как социальная несправедливость, урбанизация, возрождение 
колониальных традиций. В последние десятилетия мир столкнулся с новой угрозой: использование 
контр-терроризма в качестве оправдания транснациональных интервенций в отсталые и нестабильные 
государства. Таким образом происходит маскировка новейших практик колонизации, а по факту – 
государственного терроризма. Диапазон и формы государственного терроризма варьируются от 
политико-экономического давления на более слабые государственные образования до открытого 
применения вооруженного насилия. В правовой плоскости распространенными стали практики 
обвинения в терроризме своего собственного населения в качестве инструмента дестабилизации 
неугодных политических движений, эскалации межрелигиозного и межэтнического противостояния с 
целью получения экономической выгоды.
Авторами исследованы новейшие тенденции в финансировании терроризма, в частности, в 
контексте вызовов постпандемийного мира, в котором произошла необратимая поляризация 
проблем слаборазвитых, социально и экономически незащищенных регионов в связи с 
обманчивой стабильностью и, как оказалось, изменчивым благополучием развитых государств. 
Эта разобщенность делает современные государства беззащитными перед угрозой терроризма. 
И пока он «питается» бедностью, этническими и религиозными противоречиями, духовным и 
правовым нигилизмом населения, решить эту проблему человечеству не удастся. 
Ключевые слова: сетевой терроризм; финансирование терроризма; «Исламское государство»; 
«Аль-Каида».

1. Introduction
Terrorism in any of its manifestations is the most dangerous by its scope, unpredictability and 

consequences, socio-political and moral problems with which the mankind entered the 21st cen-
tury. It is an untreatable disease which brings about innumerable economic and moral losses, 
disruption of the established picture of the world and spiritual imbalance from ancient times to 
the present day. Terrorism is able to permeate every sphere of human life, to develop and func-
tion in any environment - neutral, friendly or hostile, to create its own infrastructure on the trans-
territor ial basis, relying upon cutting-edge communication technologies, employing both legal 
and cri minal methods of mobilizing human resources. Even though, according to the data from 
the Global Terrorism Index (GTI) for 2020, the mortality from this social disease has been decli-
ning for conse cutive six years since 2014 (in this period, the number of fatalities caused by the 
terrorist activities overall decreased by 59%), the world nowadays faces new threats related to 
the mutations of terrorism. 

The terrorist movement across the globe is constantly changing its form, adapting itself to spe-
cific conditions of various regions. Unlike terrorist organizations of the 19th and 20th centuries, the 
contemporary terrorism displays a networked diffuse nature. With the circle of its potential parti-
cipants being virtually unlimited, both organized criminal groups and shadow business entities 
find their place within this network. Cross-linking of diverse networks (terrorist, financial and crimi-
nal) imparts new qualities to every newly-formed networked conglomerate and makes it absolute-
ly autonomous and even more structureless than ever before. 

Then, how is the humankind supposed to confront this man-made mutant and how the ap-
proaches to countering terrorism at international and national levels ought to be changed? The 
responses to these issues should obviously be searched for on the economic plane since the fi-
nancing of terrorism has been and remains a determinative systemic element in carrying out ter-
rorist activities. It must be noted that the scope of financing of terrorism, as well as the structuring 
of its sources and their correlation, is currently undergoing continuous mutation. The networking 
principle has similarly expanded to affect the financing of terrorist activities, which resulted in the 
differentiation of both its sources and its beneficiaries. Correspondingly, this has complicated the 
process of exposing and neutralizing the channels for funding of terrorist activities. However, de-
spite the significance of the economic factor, other directions in the transformation of terrorism 
should not be neglected, in particular political, legal and sociocultural factors. 

The transfer towards a new level of «relations» between the terrorism and the state has be-
come a distinguishing feature of transformation of terrorism. On the one hand, the states and their 
legislative systems demonstrate an increasingly apparent vulnerability in the fact of the terrorist 
threat. It is highly possible that such a situation would persist, since the global society is not ca-
pable of overcoming a dialectical contradiction between democratic aspirations of the prevailing 
majority of its members and the necessity to enforce harsher laws and restrict the rights of these 
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members. On the other hand, the booming nature of the contemporary terrorism is among other 
things sti pulated by active terrorist activities on the part of the states themselves - the very institu-
tions committed to combat this phenomenon. For many masterminds it has turned into the source 
of profit which feeds senior officials, politicians, representatives of the big business. The smoke-
screen for the growth of capital through terrorist activities is provided by artificially incited confron-
tations on cultural, religious and moral grounds. 

Therefore, the perspectives identified in the context of transformation of terrorism in the 21st 

century (economic, legal and sociocultural) are to be scrutinized within the scope of this article 
firstly, in their indivisible integrity as a complex whole, secondly, proceeding from the primacy of 
value maxims and needs of consumer society, thirdly, in direct correlation with principles and rules 
of functioning of network as a specific model for organizing the living in the information age. 

2. Brief Literature Review
The dominant trend within a scientific discourse related to the problem of combating terro rism 

is presently being realized through a comprehensive approach to the analysis of this phenome-
non. It becomes evident that the contemporary terrorism is a hybrid entity with external «tradi-
tions» of classical resistance, the narratives of the Muslim «holy war» and national liberation strug-
gle are being combined with merely pragmatic, vested interests and aspirations demonstrated 
both by completely legal transnational entities and criminal groups. Furthermore, it is capable of 
mimicking various protest movements objectively motivated by social disturbances in the country. 
Considering the hybrid nature of this phenomenon, it is relatively complicated to differentiate ter-
rorism from phenomena that are outwardly similar but different in their essence. This is distinct-
ly indicated in the works by Londras & Doody (2015), San-Akca (2016), Koehler (2019), Bjørgo & 
Ravndal (2019), and Jackson & Spadaro (2020).

The issue of the «old» and «new» terrorism is in active circulation within the scientific com-
munity. The adherents of the concept of the «new» terrorism (Wojciechowski, 2017; Dave, 2019; 
Miller, 2019; Wright, 2019) cite as arguments the instances of extremist groups implementing 
tools such as social networks, novel systems of international capital transfers, etc. The skep-
tics, however, remark that the contemporary terrorism does not display any differences through 
employing fundamentally new approaches; the changes only affect the historical context and 
the technological upgrading. As an instance, the analytical value and the empirical validity of the 
«new» terrorism are being called in question in the works by Gofas (2012), Gunaratna (2017), 
Zucchi (2020). Simultaneously, both of these camps cannot deny that over the last decades 
the world has faced a new threat: use of counter-terrorism to justify transnational interventions 
into underdeveloped and unstable countries (Thrall & Goepner, 2017; Pašagić, 2020; Warner, 
O’Farrell, Nsaibia, & Cummings, 2020).

In this way, there occurs a process of disguising the novel practices of colonization which, in 
fact, constitute the state terrorism. The scope and the forms of state terrorism vary from political 
and economic pressure upon the weakest of state entities to explicit use of armed violence. 

Among the latest factors of transformation of terrorism is the COVID-19 pandemic, with its com-
prehensive analysis provided in the research report by Mullins (2020). 

Among the most effective in studying terrorism, in particular the modern practices of its trans-
formations, are those researches which are based on collaborations between multidisciplinary 
groups, with each of them suggesting their own set of methodological and conceptual tools. Such 
collaboration may be exemplified by a collection of essays titled «Social Networks, Terrorism and 
Counter-terrorism. Radical and Connected» by Bouchard (2017) where, through the lens of social 
networks, two key issues are being thoroughly investigated: the process of radicalization and the 
counter-terrorism policy. It is furthermore valuable to be familiarized with a new stance on social 
networks not only from the standpoint of analyzing the actions of terrorists but also as an assess-
ment of the feedback on the part of users of information within these networks. A similarly com-
prehensive approach is demonstrated by Beadle (2017) through conceptualization of violent ex-
tremism within 3 constituents: background factors and the so called activators, issues of identi-
ty, and social network mechanisms. A crucial role of modern communication technologies in the 
spread of the terrorist threat is emphasized in the study by Rădulescu (2020).

A particular contribution to continuing debate regarding the interrelation between the radicali-
zation online and offline was made by Valentini, Lorusso & Stephan (2020). The scholars point to 
the erroneousness of the approach where the initiatives related to countering terrorism are based 
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on the conception of the Internet and the real world as two separate hotbeds. In reality, however, 
radicalization is occurring in hybrid living environments that include the elements of both online 
and offline human experience. 

Hence, the «face» of terrorism is constantly changing. Defining the sources and consequences 
of such changes becomes increasingly complicated with the consideration for the emergence of 
new threats and ongoing transformation of the existing ones. 

3. Purpose 
The purpose of the paper is to investigate the prime causes and consequences of transforma-

tion of contemporary terrorism in the indivisible integrity of its three perspectives - economic, le-
gal and sociocultural.

4. Results

4.1. The network structure of the modern terrorism: 
attributes, advantages, ways of implementation 
Founders of the network-centered warfare theory, American researchers J. Arquilla and 

D. Ronfeldt (1996), distinguish several basic structural modules which serve as a basis for con-
structing a network: hierarchical networks, where the elements of vertical subordinance bear 
the highest significance; line or chain networks, where the obtainment of information, orga-
nization and commission of terrorist acts is carried out through mediator actors who become a 
sort of interme diate links for the terrorist chain; hub, star, or wheel networks, which stipulate 
the interlocking of all constituents of a structure in a central node which similarly may serve as 
a mediator; internetted (all-channel, hybrid, full-matrix) modules, where all elements are in-
terconnected according to diverse principles - on ideological, religious, nationalistic and eth-
nic grounds. 

Modern terrorist networks are predominantly based on the principle of an internetted node 
and constitute structures which are polycentric and capable of self-organization, aimed at re-
solving particular goals and objectives. They are being created on the basis of entirely autono-
mous, often even temporary, groups with a transparent legitimization of authority, decentraliza-
tion of responsibility and horizontal patterns of communication and exchange. Such networks 
are created by equal and in fact independent actors as open structures able to expand without 
limits, integrating new nodes as long as they share the same communication codes (address the 
same objectives and adhere to same values). It is considered that such principle of organization 
of terrorist groups is adopted from organizations which by their essence are networked: transna-
tional banks, corporations and crime syndicates. 

Owing to the network structure the so much needed conditions for terrorists are ensured: a 
«get-together» of transnational terrorist groups and syndicates, black-market arms dealers, drug 
syndicates, religious and ethnic fundamentalists, adherents of extremist ideologies, smugglers, 
etc.; a high rate of obtainment and transfer of information, unified information infrastructure; de-
centralization and self-synchronization (capability of acting in autonomous mode); deep integra-
tion of the elements of the system; covertness and mobility of the system, which makes it virtually 
invulnerable. Furthermore, such a structure enables to maintain effective performance under the 
command of the exterritorial centre. 

According to the view of the American terrorologist M. Sageman (2004) the global jihad, 
widely spread in the modern world, is not linked to a particular organization but rather consti-
tutes a social movement consisting of a set of more or less formal organizations linked in pat-
terns of i nteraction. However, participants in the global jihad are not atomized individuals but 
actors linked to each other through complex «webs» of direct or indirect communications. 

The history of modern network terrorist structures in the 20th century originates from the very 
first organization of such type - the Egyptian «Muslim Brotherhood» founded by the Sheikh Has-
san al-Banna in December 1928. It served as a basis for emergence of independent groups of 
religious and political extremists and terrorists in various countries and regions of the world. 

During the Soviet-Afghan War (1979-1989), a nowadays widely known terrorist organization 
Al-Qaeda began to form, for a long period being led by O. bin Laden and, after his elimination in 
Pakistan in 2011 - by A. al-Zawahiri. After the September 11 attacks and in consequence of a large-
scale US campaign against terrorism this and other similar groups have undergone  considerable 
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qualitative changes, particularly related to decentralization of radical Islamist structures. Fur-
thermore, a high degree of adaptation to the realities of today’s world has become their defining 
feature. Despite the fact that there is still a number of rigidly hierarchical groups left, the remai-
ning majority nonetheless has obtained «vague» governance mechanisms; there have emerged 
«spider-web» structures as well as completely autonomous entities. 

After Al-Qaeda had lost Afghanistan, it became more decentralized and leaders of separate ter-
rorist groups had to independently take those decisions which had previously been bin Laden’s 
prerogative. However, paradoxical as it may seem, decentralization did not weaken radical Islamist 
structure but contrariwise reinvigorated them. Their capacity for regeneration has increased; the 
inflow of «fresh blood» into the commanding ranks of terrorist groups has intensified. 

As of today, Al-Qaeda constitutes a network of indirectly interconnected regional organiza-
tions with weakly expressed central leadership that stimulates stand-alone organizations to con-
duct terrorist acts, grants funding and consultative assistance, provides the training of terrorist 
 fighters. Overall, the notion of «center» has become largely relative: global terrorism increasingly 
resembles a Deleuze’s rhizome with its placement of «mycelia» being random and irregular. 

As pointed out by Sageman (2004), the network structure of terrorism should be considered as 
spatially defined «points» interconnected by certain ties. Some of them are more popular and are 
linked with a larger number of other points. These are the so-called «nodes» which serve as the 
most vital constituents of the network. They are not territorially static and, even though the estab-
lished clusters of the modern jihadist movement are universally considered to be the Middle East, 
the Maghreb (North African countries: Mauritania, Western Sahara, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, 
Libya) and Southeast Asia. Even within this spatial framework the arrangement of terrorism «node 
points» is constantly changing. 

As an instance, since December 2010, when an entire range of North African states became 
engulfed in externally inspired «colour revolutions», numerous terrorist groups emerged there 
similarly to Iraq, decimated by American troops. In the course of the Syrian crisis identical pro-
cesses occurred, this time in the territory of that war-torn country. As a result, the Islamic State 
of Iraq and the Levant (the ISIL) came into being, renamed thereafter as the Islamic State (the IS) 
in 2014 despite the fact that both the titles are used as equivalent up to the present day. A signifi-
cant part of Iraq and Syria immediately fell under its control, and the expansion of this so-called 
«state» has been continuing in the recent years owing to the involvement of a number of Mid-
dle Eastern countries, in particular the Persian Gulf Monarchies (including the Kingdom of Sau-
di Arabia). 

Hence, a polycentric, ideologically integrated network is presently the most widespread 
and dangerous model of international terrorism. An example of such networked entity is the 
Hizb ut-Tahrir al-Islami party (The Party of Islamic Liberation) founded in Eastern Jerusalem by 
the judge of a local Islamic court Taqi al-Din al-Nabhani. The structure of this party evidences 
an expressly networked pattern: lowest primary cells (halqa) comprise five people, each led 
by an amir who, in his turn, is subordinated to a leader next up the hierarchy chain. Not only the 
members of primary cells are not familiar with each other but even amirs do not communicate 
with each other, maintaining connection with their superiors only by means of the Internet. All 
this makes it possible to avoid considerable failures and, when necessary, to dissociate from 
«fellow party members». 

Efficiency of such terrorism networks and their groups is conditioned by extensive organiza-
tional capabilities which allows for an instantaneous exchange of information in real-time mode. 
These networks are perfectly adapted to the conditions of the so-called «swarm» wars or, alterna-
tively titled a «battleswarm» war doctrine. The term applies to the situation when after the attack 
precisely coordinated in both place and time and delivered by groups of terrorist fighters from va-
rious regions or even continents, they literally disappear from the scene of crime, dissolving into 
separate segments and blending in with the local population. Employing such tactics in low-inten-
sity conflicts has been and remains the most effective, even with regard to protected targets and 
military installations. It is as well effective in modern megalopolises taken into consideration high 
concentration of the population and complex infrastructure therein. 

Thus, it is too early to comment on the progress in combating terrorism. Even though the 
US-led international coalition has destroyed numerous hotbeds of the IS in the recent years 
(with another three of them in the territory of Iraq in June 2020 alone) and eliminated some 
of the most dangerous leaders of the movement, and while from the highest rostrums the 
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 statements are made about the eradication of this phenomenon from our lives, the problem 
remains more acute than ever. This may be affirmed by the recent terrorist attack in Baghdad 
(with the IS claiming responsibility for it) with a suicide terrorist killing thirty-two and wounding 
over one hundred civilians. 

4.2. New stage in the evolution of terrorism movement: 
expansion into the African continent
Resulting from the instable domestic political situation and the absence of well-established 

counter-terrorism structures, the activity of the IS and Al-Qaeda in the countries of the Sahelo-Sa-
haran region, Northern and Eastern Africa has recently been continuously intensifying. 

For instance, the town of Mocímboa da Praia in the north of Mozambique has become an at-
tractive spot for terrorists. After considerable proven natural gas reserves were discovered there, 
this strategic port town started to swiftly transform into a sort of a logistics hub. The town faced 
the inflow of foreign labour and equipment for construction of gas-extracting capacities provi-
sioned in an ambitious project by such global giants as Exxon and Total with the total cost of over 
USD 60 billion. 

It must be noted that the territories are inhabited by the poorest ethnic groups of Mozam-
bique - Yao and Macua, Muslims by religious denomination, who lived through two hundred 
years of the Portuguese colonization, twelve years of the war of independence (1964-1974) and 
sixteen years of the civil war which eventually led to a complete ruination of country’s infrastruc-
ture and any rudiments of the state economy. It would seem that natural gas production with the 
attraction of foreign investments would aid the country in overcoming chronic poverty, literally 
rising from its knees. However, this was hindered by the greed and the lack of foresight by both 
the local elites and the arrival of neo-colonizers. 

In the conditions of the protracted military conflict and the country’s completely devastated 
economy, the local population in this territory subsisted by means of contraband, illegal gemstone 
mining and logging. In the pursuit of multi-billion investments the local authorities began their as-
sault on such sources of income by imposing numerous bans and dispossessing the population 
of the already insufficient farming lands. The youth, constituting the lion’s share of the population 
(the average age of Mozambicans is 17) and demonstrating the average annual growth of 2.9%, 
was left without work. Moreover, the profits from large-scale projects and investments were redis-
tributed between the representatives of the ruling party «FRELIMO» (the Mozambique Liberation 
Front) and the Maconde ethnic group who are predominantly Christians. 

All this began to remind of the tragic past when the European colonizers, through the media-
tion of the local authorities, transformed more or less viable regions into «economic deserts». This 
served as a fertile ground for a predictable emergence of protest movements among the youth. 
In the case of Mozambique, it was Al-Shabaab, an Islamist youth group renowned for its radical 
views and uncompromising attitude to adherents of other religious denominations. The IS de-
votees could not but seize the opportunity. While before their arrival the terrorist attacks in these 
territories were a rare occurrence, there had been over 50 attacks recorded already in 2018. The 
nature of the terrorist actions altered as well: isolated one-time acts of terror evolved into large-
scale, well-coordinated attacks resulting in seizing towns and cities. Such jihadist strategy is rela-
tively common. It stipulates that a small group of fighters conducts a sudden assault on a certain 
inhabited locality, establishes temporary control over the territory followed by pillaging of the local 
population, killings of the pre-selected victims, promulgation of propaganda materials and a si-
milarly sudden disappearance of the attackers. The emergence of the IS in Mozambique eviden-
ces the beginning of a new phase in the evolution of terrorism. To exemplify, while in Iraq 8 years 
passed between the proclamation of the first «Islamic State» and recapturing of Fallujah in 2014, in 
the case of Mozambique the time for such integration turned out to be four times less. 

As a matter of fact, the situation in Mozambique affirms: after the loss of territories in Syria 
and Iraq the IS reoriented itself towards Africa as a new foothold for the promulgation of the «Ca-
liphate» project. It is namely here, in this long-suffering continent, that the practices of the global 
jihad are presently experiencing their renaissance. 

Abu Bakr Naji, one of the key ideologists of jihadism, in his book (which became the principal 
guidebook for the terrorist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the founder of the IS), known to the general 
public under the title «The Management of Savagery», provides detailed instructions with regard 
to building an Islamic state. According to the author, achieving this principal objective is  possible 
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only by resorting to violence. The foundations and principles of the IS contradict the order estab-
lished in the western world so much that any compromising with acting political or moral institu-
tions for the IS proponents is deemed unacceptable. An obstacle to the implementation of this 
project is posed by the state as an institution which, despite its shortcomings, is capable of pro-
viding the population with a minimum essential level of safety. This is precisely why, to build a new 
state, the jihadists must destroy all of the existing ones. For this purpose, Naji suggests the only 
strategy available - to wreak havoc. Violence, terrorist acts, killings - all this must render the life of 
the local population so insufferable that for the sake of its own peace it would submit to the new 
order. The IS neophytes, in their turn, would be able to control this «chaos» and build the so much 
coveted «caliphate» on the ashes of the old world. 

Naji listed the basic conditions, the presence of which opens prospects for a successful imple-
mentation of this project. 

First and foremost, the country must have a geographical «expanse», i.e. enough territory for 
 jihadists to take shelter. From this standpoint, the most convenient is the territory that borders 
with another state with which this target country currently is or has previously been in a state of 
war. In Syria, Libya and Iraq such territory came to be the desert, in Philippines - the forests. 

Another condition is the weakness of the central leadership and the presence of densely po-
pulated and opposition-prone regions. A perfect fit is considered to be the country plunged into a 
political crisis, where one part of the population is discriminated or deems itself as such and has 
critical attitudes towards the authorities. 

The third condition is the availability of the foundations favourable to the propaganda of the 
«caliphate», in particular the presence of Muslim communities with a considerable share of the 
youth, preferably unemployed and without any prospects for development. The emergence of 
a charismatic radical preacher among such youth, as was the case in the beginning of 2000s in 
Nigeria, would only accelerate the process of its radicalization.

Finally, the fourth condition is the militarization of the population, particularly in the aftermath 
of a protracted conflict. The longer the war lasts within the country the more weapons are stock-
piled by the local population and, eventually, in favourable conditions they end up being used ex-
tensively. 

The combination of these conditions coupled with the public outrage allows, in the opi nion 
of Naji, to begin integrating the ideas of jihadism into this specific territory with the subsequent 
expansion into neighboring territories. Even though initially the «IS» project was being imple-
mented in Syria and Iraq, Africa currently represents a perfectly matching territory with all the 
four of Naji’s conditions present therein. Even a superficial comparative analysis of the so-
cio-political situation in the countries with already active jihadist groups - Libya, Egypt, Alge-
ria, Nigeria, Benin, Mali, Niger, Cameroon, Chad, Burkina Faso, Kongo, and Somalia - allows 
us to identify the long-standing internal confrontations exacerbated by the weakness of go-
vernments, poverty, corruptness of the leadership that strives to combat the public discontent 
by means of repressions. The situation in Africa is being further complicated by the absence of 
such conditions therein which proved to be instrumental in weakening the IS in the Middle East. 
For instance, the fight against jihadists in Syria and Iraq was successful due to an active involve-
ment of the USA, the United Kingdom, Canada and France. In the past three years alone, the air 
forces of the US and its allies in the anti-terrorist coalition have executed over 24 thousand air-
strikes targeting terrorist hotbeds; several thousand troops have directly participated in com-
bat operations against the IS in the cities of Raqqa and Mosul. The US presence in the African 
continent is rapidly decreasing. Furthermore, there exists a lack of local allies capable of main-
taining resistance to terrorists for a long time. Victories over the IS in Syria, Afghanistan and 
Iraq became possible, among other factors, due to the participation of either non-government 
actors (the Kurds in Syria) or the coalition between the government and local resistance groups 
(«Al-Hashd Al-Sha’bi» in Iraq and «Arbaki» in Afghanistan). 

Drawing on the experience of counter-terrorist operations in Somalia, Nigeria, Libya and 
Mali, conducted by the local African military contingent, even with certain support by the US, in 
the best case they succeeded to temporarily reduce the threat but not eliminate it. Jihadists are 
using the fact of collaboration of the local government with international partners, specifically 
USA and France, for purposes of their propaganda. As an example, in one of the issues of the 
main mouthpiece of the IS propaganda, Al-Naba newspaper, in an article dedicated to Mozam-
bique, the adherents of the «caliphate» named their struggle a continuation of the war against 
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«new crusaders» that restored the old colonial traditions of oppressing local Muslims and ex-
ploiting natural resources.

Indeed, the anticolonial rhetoric is becoming a relatively efficient tool by the IS propagandists in 
order to recruit new fighters against «invaders» into their ranks, particularly from among the youth. 

The factor that may somewhat decelerate the strengthening of the «caliphate» in the African 
continent is the internecine feud between the IS and Al-Qaeda. Considering certain distinctions 
in their approaches and intense competition with regard to the territories most attractive for sei-
zure, in the next 20 years Africa will become an arena for jihad and will exceed the Middle East 
in its conflictogenity. Unlike the IS with its strongly pronounced radicalism and its propensity for 
extremes, Al-Qaeda strives to win the loyalty of the local population by «playing» on its protest 
moods. The IS enjoys such tangible benefits as significant funding, broad capabilities of social 
networks and larger human resources. 

4.3. Financing of terrorism: 
old and new models within the context of challenges of the post-pandemic world 
Approaches to financing of terrorism have undergone considerable transformations over the 

past fifty years. These changes were stipulated by two factors: globalization of the economy and 
transition towards the network structure of the activity of terrorist organizations at the beginning of 
the 21st century. In 2020, one more new factor emerged. That was the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The factor of neoliberal globalization in the transformation of the economic nature of terrorism 
is crucial as namely it did ruin an already delicate balance in the distribution of wealth in the world. 
Economic stagnation spanned the entire world after an unprecedented global upturn from 1945 
until the beginning of the 1970s created balance-of-payment problems for the majority of coun-
tries, particularly in the global «South» and the Socialist bloc countries. The neoliberal counter-
offensive led by the USA (R. Reagan) and the United Kingdom (M. Thatcher), as well as the two 
main intergovernmental financial agencies - the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World 
Bank which jointly forced the states to take for granted the new «rules of the game» - enforced and 
represented in what came to be called the Washington Consensus. The proponents of neoliberal 
globalization were highly successful: ubiquitous privatization of industries has been initiated, the 
frontiers to trade and financial transactions were opened, simultaneously, the welfare state was 
cut back on. Socialist ideas and even Keynesian ideas were largely discredited and renounced 
by political elites. The most dramatic visible consequence of such a turn was the fall of the Com-
munist regimes in central East Europe and the former Soviet Union plus the adoption of a market-
friendly policy by still-nominally socialist China.

The flip side to this great neoliberal tread was that it was not matched by the equitable eco-
nomic growth. The stagnation in industrial enterprises worldwide continued, the surge upward of 
the stock markets was based not on productive profits but largely on speculative financial mani-
pulations. Correspondingly, the distribution of wealth worldwide and within countries became very 
skewed - a massive increase in the income of the top 10% of the world’s populations with a decline 
in real income of much of the rest of the world’s population. The social disparity served as a cer-
tain kind of catalyst for terrorist movements. The gravity of the situation was furthermore aggrava-
ted by the increasing rate of urbanization. For instance, from the beginning of the 1980s, 22 out of 
28 traditionalist Islamic states ceased being agricultural economies. The growing unemployment 
rate and numbers of people driven to despair was actively used for propaganda purposes by va-
rious types of extremist movements and terrorist organizations.

Starting from the 1990s, the issue of the terrorist threat has become global. In the note to Para-
graph 4 of the agenda of the World Ministerial Conference on Organized Transnational Crime (Na-
ples, Italy, November 21-23, 1994), it is emphasized that the following factors of global econo-
my and policy developments contributed to the spread of terrorism: intensification of interdepen-
dence between states, formation of the global market with complex intertangling of economic ties 
and mutual investments, emergence of the system of global settlements that allows for instan-
taneous complex financial transactions with the involvement of banking institutions from various 
countries, explosive growth of international trade which originated from the implementation of the 
free trade system in the post-war period, an increase in the scale of migration and emergence of 
multinational megalopolises. 

The crisis of 2008 became a reference point for the global economy when the states started to 
express doubts in the expediency of subordinating their national interests to the global system. 
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The process of deglobalization, with its integral constituents such as currency wars (competitive 
devaluations) and trade protectionism, was accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. It be-
comes increasingly evident that in the event of the acute crisis, which affects the health and the 
physical security of people, every state may rely not upon international institutions and intergo-
vernmental cooperation, but solely upon its own capabilities and resources. Returning to national 
egoism and active regionalization would inevitably weaken the international cooperation in coun-
tering the terrorist threat. It was indeed owing to the joint effort by the USA and the leading EU na-
tions that achieving a certain progress in combating this evil was manageable. For instance, inter-
national organizations implemented a series of measures which prompted the law-enforcement 
agencies of various countries to exercise a more comprehensive control over financial transac-
tions carried out with the purpose of supporting terrorist movements. These include the UN Secu-
rity Council Resolution No. 1373, nine special recommendations by the FATF (2012; 2020) on ter-
rorist financing as well as numerous legal initiatives of the G7 and the EU member states. Of par-
ticular note is the fact of establishment of the United Nations Office of Counter-Terrorism (Resolu-
tion No. 71/291) in 2017, which allowed conducting an institutional reform in the domain of coun-
terterrorism activities. 

The COVID-19 pandemic weakened the unity of states in countering terrorism, forcing them to 
concentrate all their forces on overcoming the disease in comparison to which the terrorism in the 
public consciousness is already perceived as a lesser evil. Due to the pandemic, the number of the 
bereaved and those disappointed in their governments is increasing, with this discontent being 
used by diverse extremist organizations for their own benefit. Under the guise of countering ter-
rorism, such measures are being universally implemented which restrict human rights and com-
plicate the work of non-governmental human rights organizations. Moreover, in many countries 
(predominantly, in the post-soviet territories) the governments are using counter-terrorism laws 
as a tool for persecuting the dissenters but leaving out social problems, which serve as a catalyst 
for the spread of the terrorist threat. 

The economic downturn related to the COVID-19 pandemic rendered the majority of countries 
susceptible to the possibilities for money laundering. One of the risks lies in the fact that funds 
from illegal sources may be used for exploiting the businesses in the state of crisis or those sub-
ject to rapid shift in demand. The sectors of real estate, construction, transport services as well as 
small and medium enterprises are particularly vulnerable. In the meantime, the concern regar ding 
the state of economies caused the increase in the turnover of cash transfers. In conjunction with 
the closure of borders and restrictions on movements of individuals, this led to the use of  fiat cur-
rencies by the terrorist groups for the purpose of preserving and laundering of proceeds of their 
criminal activity. Individuals who became unemployed or lost their source of income due to the 
pandemic began to be used by terrorists as cash couriers. 

Increased financial instability and considerable price hikes, caused by the pandemic, also have 
become a premise for conducting insider trading operations. There also emerge additional risks 
related to illegal use of virtual assets in criminal schemes built around the situation with COVID-19. 
Criminals, impersonating themselves as legal employers, address their victims with the request to 
accept «donations» to their bank accounts and transfer funds to crypto kiosks. In this case, the 
person involuntarily becomes an accomplice to money laundering acting as a cash courier. 

4.4. Novel trends in financing of terrorism: 
the pursuit of objective with lowest costs incurred 
The majority of experts in the field of counter-terrorism note that with the actualization of 

network structure of the terrorist activity its costs have reduced. 
Hence, we can state the new trends in financing of terrorism in the following areas: 
1. Conducting particular terrorist acts and anticipatory reconnaissance activities. This 

cost item includes expenditures for traveling to the locations of targets for terrorist attacks, pur-
chasing arms (from light machine guns to explosive devices), purchasing forged documents, co-
vering expenses for board and lodging, medical care, courier fees for delivering correspondence, 
transport of cash, etc. Reduction of costs in this area within the network paradigm of activity is 
ensured through the use of local inhabitants for terrorist attacks, predominantly loners, armed at 
their own expense. According to the data by the Program on Extremism carried out by the experts 
of the George Washington University among 209 individuals charged with the terrorist activity as 
the members of the IS from 2013 to 2020, the majority acted on the basis of self-financing. Thus, 
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the perpetrators’ own funds were used, with amounts not exceeding USD 10,000 - accumulated 
salary, social payments, etc. (Vidino, Lewis, & Mines, 2020).

2. Propaganda and recruitment. The use of the Internet for the so-called passive recruitment 
of new members does not require significant costs. Simultaneously, a more profound «indoctrina-
tion» of the newcomers stipulates additional funding, particularly to ensure higher quality of con-
tent, attraction of qualified specialists and implementation of complex equipment. Social media 
technologies enable terrorists to carry out large-scale recruitment of «warriors for Islam» virtually 
without any expenses. Two-way uninterrupted communication begins in chats and forums, then 
carry over to Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Often it continues through mobile applications 
(WhatsApp and Viber) or more protected communication networks, such as Surespot and VoIP. 
Considering the scale and diversity of forms of such content, it may be assumed that its distribu-
tion involves professional moderators and bloggers. 

3. Education and training. Virtualization of terrorism did not remove from the agenda the issue 
of training the fighters and the sympathizers of the cause in such areas as handling of arms, fab-
rication of explosives, use of secure means of communication and ideological indoctrination. For 
this purpose, the land plots are being purchased in vast numbers to organize training camps and 
premises for residence of instructors and future terrorists. To reach out to a broader circle of sym-
pathizers, the virtual education by means of the Internet is used. 

The recent trend has become the formation of such camps in low-budget regions, including the 
countries of the Sahelo-Saharan region, Northern and Eastern Africa which reduces the costs of 
training of new recruits considerably. 

4. Payment of money allowances to leaders and members of groups. Maintaining of insti-
tutional structures in certain regions - «node centers» of activity of terrorist groups stipulates a 
separate cost item - employee costs as well as money allowances for families of the deceased 
fighters and suicide terrorists.  

There exist numerous sources for such allowances, however the most attractive for present-
day terrorist groups are charitable financial donations made to the accounts of specially estab-
lished non-governmental organizations (NGOs). The advantages of such means of accumula-
tion of funds for money allowances to the leaders and members of groups: minimum expen ses 
in the process of establishing the organization, public confidence and broad opportunities for 
attracting the public, diversified financial services and extensive logistics networks, a possibility 
to withdraw cash from the accounts of the organization for payments to individuals in the form 
of financial aid, access to zones of conflicts and instability due to the weakness of the state ad-
ministration therein, presence of temporary staff (volunteers), which is extremely difficult to be 
vetted. According to some of the estimates, cost incomes to the accounts of such NGOs for 
Al-Qaeda constitute an average USD 50 million annually. 

The dominant trend in the financing of terrorism in the past 10 years has become the reduction 
in the share of external financing compared to the internal one. This is clearly traced on the exam-
ple of the IS which, as opposed to Al-Qaeda with its vague vision of the world without borders con-
trolled by the «warriors of jihad», possesses a precise plan of building a viable state in the shortest 
possible term and by essentially exploiting internal resources of seized territories. 

The emphasis in external financing of the terrorist activity is laid upon using diversified means 
and capabilities. For instance, in their financial operations the radical Islamists in many «hotspots» 
across the globe are using the capacities of the extensive network of international transfer of funds 
named «Hawala» which enables money transfers without physical movement of cash. This system 
is widely spread in the countries of the Southeast Asia and in the Middle East. It is attractive for ter-
rorists due to its reliability as it leaves no documentary or electronic «traces» (accounting entries 
common for financial and credit operations are not recorded). In general terms, Hawala functions 
as follows: the remitter of funds transfers a certain amount to a dealer in one country who after-
wards contacts his partner in another country who in his turn gives the money to the intended re-
cipient. The cashflow through these channels is so large that dealers do not have to worry about 
debts while the trust between them is based on a strong family, clan or ethnic ties, which allows to 
further defer the debt repayments. Such financial flows are extremely difficult to track down and 
despite all the efforts of the USA and the EU to establish control over Hawala, they have not yet 
yielded the expected result. 

Among the internal sources of financing of terrorist activities, the most common are the illegal oil 
and gas production, criminal proceeds (racketeering, kidnappings, arms and drugs  smuggling). 
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This should further be supplemented by the participation in various forms of criminal business - 
from illicit trade in oil products to prostitution and gambling business. Racketeering is also actively 
applied, being theologically substantiated as a «jihad tax». 

In Northwest Africa, in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), Al-Qaeda collected approximately USD 
100 million in ransom payments in the period between 2008 and 2014. In 2015, the same terrorist 
organization made use of the ongoing conflict in Yemen and seized control of a part of the Hadh-
ramaut Province, having confiscated over USD 100 million from the branch of a local bank. In So-
malia, a youth group of jihadists «Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen» generated for their authori-
ties the income of USD 25 million from the illicit trade in charcoal alone in the five years of control-
ling the port of Kismayo. 

The taxation system by the IS example relies heavily on direct violence. For instance, in Mosul, 
a city with two million inhabitants, the terrorists imposed taxes on the majority of types of commer-
cial activity, including telecommunication networks, towers of which ended up in the seized terri-
tories. Refusal to pay the determined amount entails kidnapping or even killings of the most hard-
grained managers. In the Syrian province of Raqqa, the IS introduced the tax named «jizyah» which 
is traditionally collected from the adherents of other religious denominations in Muslim states. Ac-
cording to The New York Times data, the functions of the tax regulator in this province are assigned 
to the Credit Bank, the employees of which collect on a monthly basis an amount of USD 20 from 
all of the business owners in exchange for water and electricity supply. In return, the entrepreneurs 
receive «official tax documents» with the stamp of the IS. They remark that, paradoxical as it may 
seem, the tax burden for them is less onerous than under the corrupt regime of Bashar al-Assad. 
It is apparent that imposing heavy taxes on the population is an illegal activity on the part of terro-
rists however this system becomes increasingly stable and institutionalized. Its legitimization re-
quires only time and internal consensus with the population. Regrettably, in both of these aspects 
the odds are in favour of terrorists. 

5. Conclusions
In the conditions of the contemporary glocal world, where along with the global economic and 

resource-related centralization there occurs a large-scale social and cultural differentiation, and 
the national egoism and alienation between the states become increasingly pronounced, there 
has emerged a polycentric, ideologically integrated network structure of international terrorism. 
Transnational companies, organized criminal groups and shadow business entities all found their 
place within this network. Intertwining of economic, political, ethnic- and religion-motivated inte-
rests opens for each of such networked conglomerates virtually unlimited opportunities for expan-
sion into new territories and their subsequent legitimization therein. This may be exemplified by 
the revival of the Islamic State organization in the territory of the Sahelo-Saharan region,  Northern 
and Eastern Africa after its banishment from the Middle East.

Studying transformations of the network terrorism within three perspectives allows us to iden-
tify and substantiate the following trends in relation to each of them:

1. Economic. Growing social disparity and drastic polarization of countries into the rich and 
the poor, aggressive economic expansion of certain countries, monopolies, transnational corpo-
rations into resource-attractive but economically weak regions with subsequent propagation of 
neocolonial practices therein - all this serves as a certain kind of catalyst for terrorist movements 
in the 21st century. The renaissance of the global jihad in the African continent is an explicit proof 
of this. The terrorism changed not only the centre of its dislocation but it definitively transformed 
into the instrument of the big business. With the advent of international payments systems that 
allow instantaneous complex financial transactions with involvement of bank institutions from va-
rious countries as well as in due to the virtualization of the money turnover across the world in 
general, the approaches to funding terrorism have sustained considerable transformations. This 
process becomes increasingly associated with a tangled ball of multicolor threads. 

2. Legal. The global society is not capable of overcoming a dialectical contradiction between 
democratic aspirations of the prevailing majority of its members and the necessity to enforce 
harsher laws and restrict the rights of these members. As a consequence, there occurs a ubi-
quitous dissonance between national counterterrorism legislation and international legal norms. 
Strengthening of the legal framework in respect of counterterrorism effort, declared by the glo-
bal community, in reality disguises weakness and sometimes absence of real leverage on the 
part of national law-enforcement systems and international institutions. 
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3. Sociocultural. Studying the phenomenon of network terrorism within this perspective is re-
lated to the deformation of the social reality of the modern civilization, which is loss of spirituali-
ty, aggression, loss of purposes of life, overall frustration of the society focused on consumption, 
hostility towards everything different and collective psychosis. The confrontation between two cul-
tures, the western and the eastern, is being artificially incited with the purpose of controlling the 
mass consciousness and switching it from the issues of social nature to the issues of safety. Ter-
rorism is increasingly losing its ideological context and assuming instrumental nature. 

The gravity of the problem of countering terrorism has furthermore been aggravated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. With all the ruthless obviousness, the pandemic-stricken world has exposed 
the manifestations of inequality both within certain countries and between rich and poor coun-
tries. Human rights are being violated everywhere, the distrust for the authorities is increasing 
while ignorance and fear of the uncertain future develop into hatred and xenophobia. New tech-
nologies which were initially supposed to facilitate the lives of people, make it comfortable, are 
transforming into the instrument of control and suppression of freedom. The countries end up 
 being alone with their internal and external issues, the destructive effect of which has accelerated 
and exacerbated due to the pandemic. The polarization of the world causes irreversible changes 
to the consciousness of the people, forming the images of «us» and «them», separating the prob-
lems of the underdeveloped, socially and economically vulnerable regions of the world from a de-
lusive welfare of the rich societies. This lack of unity renders the countries defenseless against the 
threat of terrorism. Properly speaking, the efforts the global community is deploying to destroy 
terrorist groups and their leaders resemble Don Quixote’s fight with the windmills. When the pur-
pose of fighting is chosen to be the consequences, not the root cause of evil, it will never be van-
quished. Until terrorism continues to enjoy the existing favourable environment which feeds on 
poverty, ethnic and religious contradictions, legal nihilism and spiritual devastation of the popu-
lace, the humankind will be failing to solve this problem. 
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